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14. The ………. has requested to be given a second chance. 

1) application 2) applicant 3) applied 4) applying 

15. I’m still looking for a job but I ………. something soon. 

1) to hope find 2) hope to find 3) find to hope 4) hope finding 

16. A : Why are you turning on the television ?  

B: I……………..the news .  

1) Will watch  2) am watching  

3) am going to watch  4) watch  

17. The teacher didn’t give the students a homework assignment, ………..?  

1) did he  2) didn’t he  

3) did the teacher  4) didn’t the teacher  

18. My friend Jack will get good job …………….. he may graduate from school or not .  

1) that  2) while  3) when  4) whether  

19. The phone started ringing ………….. I walked out of the room .  

1) therefore  2) as 3) since  4) instead  

20. Today we didn’t have class …………. The teacher was absent .  

1) so 2) whenever  3) because 4) however 

21. Her performance to the test was below ……….. .  

1) action  2) activity 3) average 4) account  

22. She …………… every morning by running in the park .  

1) breathes 2) exercises  3) expresses 4) raises 

23. He is suffering from the ………. effects of smoking at the moment .  

1) useful 2) colorful 3) powerful 4) harmful 

24. He looked down at the floor in an attempt to hide his ……….. .  

1) explanation  2) involvement  

3) embarrassment  4) presentation  

25. Our teacher believes that our English will …………… with practice .  

1) improve  2) stretch 3) influence 4) continue 

26. The company …………… all its money from direct foreign investment.  

1) Derives 2) assesses 3) estimates 4) distributes 
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27. We will soon have ……….. pay programmers to reward top researchers in our 

institute.  

1) Obvious 2) variable  3) principal 4) perspective  

28. I would take you if I could but I don’t have a car at my ………….. This week.  

1) Draft 2) device 3) domain 4) disposal  

29. All evidence ……………… to this case must be given to the police.  

1) relevant  2) obtained 3) perceived  4) dominant  

30. After what happened yesterday, I have no …………. But to ask you to leave.  

1) method 2) authority 3) procedure  4) alternative  

31. The doctors have ………………. The cause of this illness to an unknown disease.  

1) involved  2) modified 3) occurred 4) attributed 

32. He was killed by the driver of a stolen car who was being ….. by the police. 

1) induced 2) pursued 3) restored 4) converted 

33. This is large house with much ……………… for improvement.  

1) policy 2) insight  3) scope  4) intensity  

34. was the term’s third ……………….. victory and their fourth victory in five matches  

1) affective  2) submissive  3) successive  4) responsive  

35. Education is the current focus for public …………… across the country .  

1) trend  2) debate 3) interval  4) prospect  

36. "Do you want to play tennis today?" 

"No, I don't have …………… time to play." 

1) so 2) too 3) such 4) enough 

37. Scientists used the best telescope …………………………. They could observe other 

objects in the space. 

1) so that 2) because 3) whereas 4) in order to 

38. I can still remember the story …………….. it was so long ago. 

1) when 2) whether 3) since 4) even though 

39. Goods ……….. in automated factories are cheaper. 

1) manufacture 2) manufactured  

3) manufacturing 4) are manufacturing 
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40. "I wonder why Ali didn't say hello." 

"He …………………….. you come in." 

1) should not see 2) might not see  

3) should have seen 4) might not have seen 

41. Someone who is good at sport and takes part in sports competitions is called 

a/an ……………… 

1) partner 2) swimmer 3) athlete 4) winner 

42. Computers can control the …………………. Of all spacecrafts through space. 

1) orbiting 2) inventing 3) attracting 4) stretching 

43. Several species of monkeys are in danger of …………………….. 

1) mystery 2) extinction 3) exploration 4) hardship 

44. We have enhanced the quality of the picture. "Enhance" means: …………. 

1) instruct 2) produce 3) improve 4) distract 

45. It was very ………… to have so little control over my life. 

1) surprising 2) normal 3) probable 4) economical 

46. They discussed the …………. Of building so near so near to the airport. 

1) connection 2) advisability 3) involvement 4) invention 

47. Mr. Alavi has a big farm, he usually ………… many laborers to work on his farm. 

1) devotes 2) catches 3) hires 4) shares 

48. The government needs a more …………………. Approach to education. 

1) flexible 2) physical 3) fashionable 4) emotional 

49. This hotel is ……… comfortable, so we will stay at it. 

1) continuously 2) powerfully 3) wonderfully 4) scientifically 

50. Barbara …………. The TV because she was tired of listening to the news. 

1) searched for 2) turned off  3) gave back  4) took away 

51.  Students should have more respect for their teachers, ……………….  

1) haven’t they  2) shouldn’t they   

3) don’t they have 4) shouldn’t they have  

52.  The soup smells …………… 

1) wonder  2) wondering  3) wonderful  4) wonderfully  
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